
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº Bathrooms: 4 Nº People: 14 Nº parking's: 1 M² built: 420 m² Wifi Indoor pool Heated Pool
Fireplace Jacuzzi Sauna Mountain view Private lift Air conditioning Dishwasher TV
Washing machine Gym/Fitness Ski Room Wine cellar Distance to ski lift: 100m Distance to centre: 1km

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Golf Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding Sailing

Activities in resort

Located at the heart of the French Alps, the chalet has direct access to the vast Val d  Isère // Tignes ski area and offers a prestigious setting and intimate interior.

A warm and cosy place, the chalet is furnished with modern equipment that has been carefully selected from the best manufacturers and designers.

The wonderful location of the chalet exposes it to the sun all year round. The amazing glass bays will fully let the sunshine in.

Be prepared to cherish, and share, these unique moments with your family, friends or collaborators, and enjoy all the beauty and purity of nature at the heart of your chalet.

Each of the 4 bedrooms upstairs offers a “nature” view of the surrounding mountains and the old village, as well as access to the south-facing balcony.

Let the smell and music of the forest transport you ! You will be able to feel all the magic of the authentic hamlets of Fornet, from the balcony.

Located at the heart of the French Alps in Val d Isère
France, Val d'Isere

chalet - REF: TGS-A3636



The fifth bedroom with 6 beds in suite is a cosy cocoon that will make both adults and children happy.

Enter the main room of the chalet and let the incredible bay windows and breathtaking view seduce you.
Go outside for a breath of fresh air on the terrace, and be overtaken by the immensity and magic of the peaks…

A huge sofa coiled against the bay window and an elegant fireplace with 3 glass sides give an intimate atmosphere, to offer you rare and cherished moments facing a wild and preserved landscape.

The semi-independent kitchen is separated by an old wooden bar. Contemporary and equipped with the latest high-end utensils and household appliances, it allows you to prepare convivial meals and will seduce
the best cooks thanks to its rich equipment.

Mezzanine play area: The metal staircase will lead you to the mezzanine offering a pool table, a bar, an electronic games table and a TV screen. The mezzanine overlooks the living room and has a splendid view
over the Old Village.

Spa and well-being area: On the -1 (below ground floor) level, discover the other jewel of the chalet: the wellness and fitness area. Immerse yourself in the heated overflowing swimming pool and enjoy a moment
of total serenity. Bask in the stone overflow jacuzzi, with its tiled armchairs, and relax in its 37°C (98,6°F) heated water. A sauna, a hammam and a large Italian shower complete the chalet’s wellness area. Sport
lovers will enjoy the fully equipped gym with the latest technology. 
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